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Objective
The overall goal for this project was to make 
my own online T-shirt store where I would 
make and sell designs based on word puns 
and phrases. I’ve always wanted to start one 
for the longest time, but I didn’t know where 
to begin.

I decided to use this project as a starting 
point because I’d like to turn my beginners’ 
shop into a full-time career one day. For now, 
I went with only T-shirt designs, but in the 
future, I’ll probably include other designs 
for hats, stickers, backpacks, etc. As the old 
saying goes, “Rome wasn’t built in a day.”
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I started looking at designs that I felt 
could be done quickly but still looked 
cool. I went with the theme of puns 
because I thought by narrowing each 
idea to only two main subjects, my 
mind wouldn’t wander off into an 
endless abyss of thoughts. 

After going through a list of word 
puns and phrases, I selected eight of 
them to base my designs on.

Sucker Punch
Spill The Tea
Deviled Egg
Dead Meat
Money Hungry
Cool Beans
Burning Bridges
Tough Cookie

As I searched the internet for 
inspiration, I found a few that I liked 
and made a mood board out of them.

Mood Boards
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Sketching
The overall goal for this project was to make 
my own online T-shirt store where I would 
make and sell designs based on word puns 
and phrases. I’ve always wanted to start one 
for the longest time, but I didn’t know where 
to begin.

I decided to use this project as a starting 
point because I’d like to turn my beginners’ 
shop into a full-time career one day. For now, 
I went with only T-shirt designs, but in the 
future, I’ll probably include other designs 
for hats, stickers, backpacks, etc. As the old 
saying goes, “Rome wasn’t built in a day.”
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Sketches DraftThis was the first idea that came to 
mind. I went with the traditionally 
shaped lollipop since it’s usually 
recognizable to everyone, and I chose 
to go with the perspective of getting 
punched by it. 

Sketching this idea was fun because I 
could have gone with many different 
angles, but I thought seeing the punch 
coming would be the best perspective.

Sucker Punch
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Final Design
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Sketches DraftThis idea came to me when I was 
sitting in what my lady friends call 
“a tea party” where they just gossip 
about nonsense. I didn’t know that 
would happen; I was just there for the 
food. Anyways back to the idea.

When I sketched this idea, I thought 
about tea spilling out of a cup with 
mouths mixed into it to add in the 
gossip aspect. It’s a simple idea that 
will hopefully encourage people not 
to waste their time dipping into other 
people’s opinions. 

Spill The Tea
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Final Design
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Sketches DraftMy original idea for this design was 
to have a simple egg broken apart 
by a little devil coming out from the 
inside. However, after some feedback, 
I saw a better idea: making the egg a 
devil instead. I then thought about 
using the cracking of the shell as 
eyebrows and a mouth.

Making all the tiny cracks was the 
most tedious part of this design, but 
as they say, “the devil is in the details.”

Deviled Egg
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Final Design
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Sketches DraftMy first idea for this design had a 
steak-shaped tombstone on a pile of 
dirt. I got some feedback and revised 
my idea just a little bit. Instead of 
a grey tombstone, I put a raw steak 
with the marbling streaks spelling out 
R.I.P. I was happy with the end result 
because making the steak raw gave 
the design more color.

Dead Meat
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Final Design
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Sketches DraftThis idea for this design changed 
like night and day. My first idea 
was to have two dollar bills cooked 
like bacon in a pan with some salt 
being tossed. After some feedback, 
I scrapped that idea and went with 
more of a hungry stack of bills look. I 
thought I’d make the band as a belt for 
the stack of money and have it break 
as the bill grew in size for overeating.

Money Hungry
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Final Design
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Sketches DraftThis idea was straightforward, and I 
probably had the easiest time making 
it. If I had a dollar for every time I 
heard someone say, “cool beans!” I’d 
probably have enough to pay off my 
student loans. So my first idea was to 
have the beans doing some kind of 
break dancing with a big 90’s boom 
box in the background playing music.

However, there was too much detail 
that I would have to put in to make it 
look good, and I didn’t have the time 
to go too far in depth. So, I went for 
a simpler idea like two beans dressed 
cool standing back to back.

Cool Beans
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Final Design
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Sketches DraftThis idea wasn’t on my original list, 
but I switched it for one that wasn’t 
working. With a phrase like “burning 
bridges,” I wanted this idea to be a 
little more symbolic than the rest. 
Out of all my sketches, the idea of a 
match burning a bridge stood out to 
me since usually, when people end 
relationships, it begins with a minor 
disagreement that grows. 

Hence the idea of a match with a 
small flame eventually growing big 
enough to burn a bridge. I only 
wished I had more time to work on it 
and add more details. This idea was 
added last minute.

Burning Bridges
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Final Design
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Sketches DraftThis was another idea that wasn’t part 
of my original list. Only two had to be 
scrapped out of the first list of eight 
that I made. Just like in all the other 
designs, the little details either make 
or break it. Making the highlights on 
the chocolate chips felt tedious, but 
I knew it would be worth it. Even 
making the broken edge more ragged 
gives a little texture to the design. I 
wanted to give the cookie a “fighter 
feel” to it, so I made its eye look angry 
and made a fist to show that it wasn’t 
going to give up the fight despite 
being half eaten.

Tough Cookie
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Final Design
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There are a ton of things that I learned doing this project but here are the three main take aways:

1. Don’t be afraid to let an idea go

I wish I had learned this sooner because I wasted a lot of time trying to make certain ideas work, and I felt 
that if I dropped one, I wouldn’t be able to think of another.

2. Try different perspectives

I’m not much of a drawer so I sometimes stick to the comfort of making my designs flat. However, this proj-
ect has shown me that it’s okay to leave your comfort zone and just try it. Some ideas I dropped because I felt 
I couldn’t do them at the angle I envisioned in my mind. At a certain point, I stopped doubting before trying 

and started to sketch, and I went on from there.

3. Creativity isn’t easy

The main reason why I wanted to do this project was to test my creativity by mixing two different things into 
one design. I had creative blocks almost every day, but I learned that if you keep at it, you’ll get over it, and a 

great idea will come to mind.

Conclusion
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Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Indesign
https://teespring.com (store)
https://mockupmark.com (mock ups)

Tools Used

Scan now to check 
out the shop!
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Alan Lauese
alanlauese@gmail.com
https://alanlauese.wixsite.com/
mysite

Contact


